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Abstract— Skeleton data have been extensively used for action
recognition since they can robustly accommodate dynamic
circumstances and complex backgrounds. To guarantee the
action-recognition performance, we prefer to use advanced and
time-consuming algorithms to get more accurate and complete
skeletons from the scene. However, this may not be acceptable
in time- and resource-stringent applications. In this paper,
we explore the feasibility of using low-quality skeletons, which
can be quickly and easily estimated from the scene, for action
recognition. While the use of low-quality skeletons will surely lead
to degraded action-recognition accuracy, in this paper we propose
a structural knowledge distillation scheme to minimize this accuracy degradations and improve recognition model’s robustness to
uncontrollable skeleton corruptions. More specifically, a teacher
which observes high-quality skeletons obtained from a scene
is used to help train a student which only sees low-quality
skeletons generated from the same scene. At inference time,
only the student network is deployed for processing low-quality
skeletons. In the proposed network, a graph matching loss
is proposed to distill the graph structural knowledge at an
intermediate representation level. We also propose a new gradient
revision strategy to seek a balance between mimicking the teacher
model and directly improving the student model’s accuracy.
Experiments are conducted on Kenetics400, NTU RGB+D and
Penn action recognition datasets and the comparison results
demonstrate the effectiveness of our scheme.
Index Terms— Skeleton-based action recognition, structural
knowledge distillation, graph matching loss, graph convolutional
network, gradient revision.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH wide applications in video surveillance,
human-machine interaction, and sport video analysis,
human action recognition has recently attracted much attention
in the computer-vision community [1], [2]. Multiple-modality
information, such as appearance, depth, optical flows, and
body skeletons [3], [4] have been used for human action
recognition. Compared with the other modalities, skeletons
capture the compact positions of the major body joints and
are robust to inconsistent appearances, different environments,
and varying viewpoints [5]. It has been proved empirically
and theoretically that body joints provide highly effective
information about human motion underlying different
actions [6].
Obtaining the skeleton data is the prerequisite and most
time/resource consuming step in the skeleton-based action
recognition. By using sensor technology, special equipments
like motion capture system and Kinect can directly collect
skeleton data over time. However, the high cost and limited receptive field prevent them from being used in many
applications. Given that most videos are taken by RGB cameras, it is higher desirable to use human pose estimation
algorithms to get skeletons from RGB videos [7]–[9]. However, to get more accurate action recognition, we need more
accurate skeletons, which require the use of more advanced
and time-consuming human pose estimation methods. This
prevents skeleton-based action recognition from being used
in many time- and resource-stringent applications.
Certainly we can handle this problem by using low-quality
skeletons (LQS), generated by human-pose estimation methods which sacrifice accuracy to reduce resource consumption, for action recognition. But this will lead to an
action-recognition performance drop compared to the use of
high-quality skeletons (HQS) estimated by costly methods.
The focus of this paper is to develop a new approach that can
minimize this action-recognition performance drop from the
use of HQS to the use of LQS. Our basic idea is to train a deep
neural network using HQS and then make it handle LQS for
the deployment, with an expectation that the more knowledge
underlying HQS can be embedded in the trained network for
facilitating the LQS-based action recognition, i.e., HQS are
only available for the training but not for testing.
To achieve this goal, following the basic principle of knowledge distillation [10], we propose a new structural knowledge
distillation (SKD) scheme to distill information from HQS
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and then convey it to LQS-based network training. More
specifically, we start with training a deep network as a teacher
that takes HQS as input. Then, we freeze the teacher and train
a student network that takes LQS as input. The student is
expected to not only classify the action correctly, but also
“mimic” the teacher by producing the same representations at
different levels. This is achieved by minimizing a graph matching loss [11], [12] between their intermediate representations
and a divergence loss between the output distributions (class
probabilities) predicted by the two networks. To seek a balance
between mimicking teacher model and directly improving student model’s recognition accuracy, we also propose a gradient
revision strategy by considering their gradient angles. We
conduct extensive evaluations on Kinetics400, NTU RGB+D
and Penn action datasets by trying four scenarios of combined
HQS and the corresponding LQS: i) manual annotation v.s.
algorithm estimation, ii) high-cost v.s. low-cost human pose
estimation, iii) regular v.s. reduced frames-per-second (fps)
rate, iv) complete v.s. occluded skeleton. Experiments show
that a network trained using the proposed new SKD scheme
can significantly improve the LQS-based action-recognition
performance.
To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are
three-folds.
• We introduce a knowledge distillation scheme for
skeleton-based action recognition. With this scheme,
we only use LQS at the inference stage, but with less
influence to the recognition accuracy.
• We develop a teacher-student graph convolutional network (GCN) and propose a graph matching loss to
distill unary and pairwise structural knowledge at an
intermediate representation level.
• We propose a gradient revision strategy to seek a balance
between mimicking teacher model and directly improving
student model’s accuracy.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives a brief review of the related work on skeleton-based
action recognition, knowledge distillation and human pose
estimation. In Section III, we describe our proposed structural knowledge distillation scheme. Section IV describes the
benchmark datasets, pose estimation algorithms and experimental setting and reports the experiments, comparisons, and
discussions, followed by a brief conclusion in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Skeleton-Based Action Recognition
Conventional methods for skeleton-based action recognition use handcrafted features to represent the human
body [13], [14]. With the development of deep neural network,
data-driven methods have been shown to be superior over
conventional ones. As far as we know, there are primarily
three kinds of neural network structures for skeleton-based
action recognition: RNN (Recurrent Neural Network), CNN
and GCN. RNN-based methods usually model the skeleton
data as a sequence of the coordinate vectors based on the
established traversal strategy [7], [15]. CNN-based methods
represent the skeleton data as a pseudo-image. Compared

with RNNs, they have better parallelization and are easier
to train [16]. In recent years, the properties of convolutional
filters have been extended to graph data structure [17], [18].
They construct locally connected neighborhoods from the
input graph, which is served as the receptive fields of a convolutional architecture. Therefore, the generalized convolution
based propagation rules, being very similar to the inference of
classical graph theoretical models [19]–[21], can be directly
applied to graphs, which bring a significant boost for GCN.
Instead of representing skeleton data as sequences or images,
GCN-based methods model the data as a graph with joints as
vertexes and bones as edges, which is a more intuitive way to
represent the human body organization [18], [22], [23]. GCN
eliminates the need for designing handcrafted part assignment
or traversal rules, thus achieves better performance than many
previous methods.
Most existing methods for skeleton-based action recognition
deal with complete skeletons. But, it is inevitable that the
captured skeletons are noisy and incomplete in reality. Such
uncontrollable corruptions, e.g. joint missing or noise in detection [24], seriously affect the performance of existing methods.
Therefore, it is very important to make classifiers more robust
to these uncontrollable corruptions. However, there is very few
work in this regard in skeleton-based action recognition.
B. Knowledge Distillation
Knowledge distillation is originally proposed as a model
compression technique, which transfers knowledge from a
complex model (teacher) to a simple model (student) by using
class probabilities of the complex model as ‘soft target’ for the
simple one [25]. A large quantity of approaches have been proposed to reinforce the efficiency of student models’ learning
capability. Romero et al. firstly put forward the concept of hint
learning aiming at reducing the distance between intermediate
representations of the student and teacher networks [26].
Agoruyko et al. considered this issue from the perspective
of attention mechanism, attempting to force the student to
mimic the attention maps of a powerful teacher network [27].
Recently, knowledge distillation has also been extended to
instance relationships [28], [29].
A singular instance of generalized knowledge distillation
is privileged information [30]. Learning under this paradigm
provides a model trained with additional information available
only in the training phase and not at testing time. Ge et al.
proposed a learning approach to recognize low-resolution
faces via distilling knowledge from high-resolution faces to
extract discriminative features [31]. Karessli et al. introduced
a weakly-supervised teacher-student training framework
that leverages the power of statistical models combined
with the rich visual information to learn visual cues [32].
Such learning paradigm has also been applied to action
recognition [3], [10]. For instance, Crasto et al. introduced
two learning approaches to training a standard 3D CNN,
operating on RGB frames. That mimics the motion stream
based on distillation framework, and as a result avoids flow
computation at the testing time [33]. In order to reduce the
number of FLOPs, Bhardwaj et al. used the idea of distillation
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The overall pipeline of the proposed SKD scheme for skeleton-based action classification.

albeit in a different setting, where a computationally-heavy
teacher which looks at all the frames in the video is used to
train a computationally-efficient student which looks at only
a small fraction of frames in the video [3]. In our case, HQS
is the privileged information available for training, along with
LQS, but only LQS is available at the testing time.
C. Human Pose Estimation
Algorithms for RGB image based human pose estimation
can be grouped into two categories: top-down and bottom-up
algorithms. The former runs a person detector first and
estimates body joints within the detected bounding boxes.
Examples of top-down methods include PoseNet [34], HourglassNet [35] and HRNet [36]. They benefit from the advances
of person detectors and vast amounts of available labeled persons in the form of bounding boxes. But a coin has two sides –
top-down methods are effective but struggle when person
bounding boxes overlap and their runtime is proportional to the
number of detected people. The bottom-up algorithms estimate
each body joint first and all the detected joints are then grouped
to form a unique pose. They are more robust when people
in the image are in close proximity. They also decouple
runtime complexity from the number of people in the image
by using greedy decoders in combination with additional
tools, such as Associative Embedding [37], Part Affinity
Fields [8], and Part Intensity and Association Fields [38].
In this paper, we systematically study the skeleton-based
action recognition using two representative bottom-up pose
estimation algorithms – Openpose [8] and PifPaf [38].
III. S TRUCTURAL K NOWLEDGE D ISTILLATION
The focus of this work is to design a scheme which makes
a network look at LQS at inference time while still allowing
it to leverage the information from HQS at training time.
To achieve this, SKD is proposed wherein the teacher is given
access to HQS and the student only deals with LQS. This
section describes our approach in terms of its architecture,
loss functions used to train the teacher and student networks,
the gradient revision strategy and the ways to reduce the cost
of skeleton generation.

As shown in Figure 1, a high performance pose estimation method PEH and a low performance pose estimation
method PEL are applied to the same scene to generate HQS
and LQS, respectively. Then the two skeleton sequences are
fed into the following networks. We first train the teacher
network minimizing cross-entropy loss LT with HQS data.
Then, we focus on training the student network with the
help of the teacher, i.e., the model just trained, with the
whole scheme shown in this figure. As the teacher model has
been pre-trained with HQS data before, the weights of the
teacher are frozen, while training the student. The student,
receiving the input LQS data, is trained with LT , while
also receiving guidances LKL and LGM from the teacher
using the Gradient Revision (GR) strategy. When testing,
only LQS is used as the input to compute the action class
score.
Skeleton sequence of an action can be naturally organized
as an undirected spatial-temporal graph (V, E, A), where
V = {vt i | t = 1, . . . , T ; i = 1, . . . , N} denotes a set of
vertices, corresponding to T frames and N body joints per
frame, and E is the set of edges, indicating the connections
between nodes. The edge set consists of two parts: temporal
connections that link each joint with its counterpart in the
neighboring frames, and spatial connections that include both
direct and indirect kinematic dependencies in each frame.
A = [a pq ] M×M with M = T N is the adjacency matrix, with
a pq = 1 if vertices p and q are connected, and otherwise
a pq = 0. The matrix A fully describes the skeleton sequence
structure.
To deal with the skeleton sequence structure, each GCN
block usually contains a spatial graph convolution followed by
a temporal convolution, which alternately extracts spatial and
temporal features, respectively. The spatial graph convolution
operation introduces weighted average of neighboring features
for each joint, where the neighbors are defined based on the
nodes’ distance to the root node, to capture more refined
location information. Let Xin ∈ Rb×T ×N×din be the input
features of spatial-temporal graph, where din is the input
feature dimension of vertices and b is the batchsize, and
Xout ∈ Rb×T ×N×dout be the output features obtained from
spatial graph convolution, where dout is the dimension of
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output features. Therefore, the operation of spatial-temporal
GCN block can be expressed as
Xout = GCNBlock(Xin , A).

(1)

Originated from ST-GCN [18], a series of GCN based
skeleton-based action recognition methods are proposed, such
as AGCN [23] and AS-GCN [22]. In this paper, we propose a
general scheme not to rely on a specific network architecture
but cover a family of architectures used for skeleton-based
action recognition. In another words, we believe most
GCN-based methods can take the place of GCN blocks in
the proposed scheme.
A. Teacher Network
The teacher network looks at HQS and computes a graph
encoding Xt of the skeleton sequence with several consecutive
spatial-temporal GCN blocks. After that, a global average
pooling (GAP) is performed on the Xt to get a 1D feature
vector for each sequence and the dimension is reduced to
the number of the classes Y by a fully convolutional network
(FCN). The entire architecture is shown in the upper part of
Figure 1. The parameters of the teacher network are trained
using a standard multi-label classification loss, which is a sum
of the cross-entropy loss for each of the Y classes. This loss
is referred as LT where the equation stands for cross entropy
between the true labels Y and the predictions Ŷ,
|Y |





1 
Yi j log Ŷi j + 1 − Yi j log 1 − Ŷi j .
LT = −
b
b

i=1 j =1

(2)

1) Task-Specific Loss LT : For the action classification task,
the objective of training is to minimize the cross-entropy error
between the predicted values and the correct labels. Therefore,
the task-specific loss LT for the student network takes the
same form as that in the teacher network, i.e., the one given
in Eq. (2).
2) KL Divergence Loss LKL : Let the post-softmax predictions for the teacher and student networks be Pt = softmax(Lt )
and Ps = softmax(Ls ) respectively, where Lt and Ls are
the pre-softmax predictions, also referred as logits. As the
post-softmax have hosted some relative uncertainties that are
more informative, a temperature parameter τ is used to soften
Pt and 
Ps as
predictions Pt and Ps to soft predictions 
t

s

L
L

Pt = softmax( ), 
Ps = softmax( ).
τ
τ

(4)

Then, considering 
Pt as the target, we define the
KL-divergence loss function
Ps ||
Pt ) =
LKL (

B. Student Network

b |Y |

Pisj
τ 2   s
Pi j log t .

b
Pi j

(5)

i=1 j =1

The student network processes LQS and computes a graph
encoding Xs from the spatial-temporal graph. The GCN blocks
architecture of the student is not necessary to be the same as
the above teacher network, but Xt and Xs need to have the
same size here. As the scale of the intermediate representations
is usually different between the teacher and student networks,
we introduce an adaptation layer on the top of the student
network’s intermediate layer to match the scale of the teacher
network. The adaptation layer is represented by r (·; μ) with
parameter μ learned during the knowledge distillation. As the
representation layers of the teacher and student networks are
structurally identical, we add 1 × 1 convolution to minimize
the number of parameters and keep the size constant.
The student is trained to minimize the loss:
Lstudent = LT + LKL + LGM .

Fig. 2. Structure of graph matching loss LGM (v it ): teacher’s representation
of i vertex; v is : student’s representation of i vertex; ψ(·): a relational potential
function that measures a relation energy between two vertex. The graph
matching Loss aims to distill not only unary but also pairwise structural
knowledge between teacher and student at intermediate representation level.

(3)

The loss consists of three parts: the first term is the
task-specific loss LT and the other two are the imitation
losses which are Kullback Leibler (KL) divergence loss LKL
and graph matching loss LGM , respectively. In the following,
we discuss these three losses in detail.

In this way the student network learns to match the probability
estimate of the teacher. LKL is a frequently used loss function
for knowledge distillation.
3) Graph Matching Loss LGM : In addition to the logits,
it has been demonstrated that using the intermediate representation of the teacher as a hint can help the training process
and improve the final performance of the student [26]. The
main purpose of LGM is to let Xs mimic Xt . L 2 distance is
usually used to measure the similarity between teacher and student representations which are the outputs of a convolutional
layer. However, our work is mainly built on GCN and the
structures of intermediate representations are spatial-temporal
graph. In such a GCN, the features between vertexes are
indispensable and are always neglected in traditional hint
learning. In order to obtain more comprehensive supervision
information at this level in the teacher network, here we
propose a new graph matching loss LGM by considering
not only the representations associated to each vertex, but
also the features computed between vertexes, which is shown
in Figure 2. This way, we combine both the unary and pairwise
structural knowledge for spatial-temporal graph representation.
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We define the graph matching loss as
LGM = λLnode + (1 − λ)Ledge ,

(6)

where λ is the parameter balancing the contributions of
different loss terms during training. Lnode and Ledge are unary
and pairwise knowledge distillation losses respectively.
The objective for unary structural knowledge distillation
Lnode is to minimize the L 2 distance between teacher’s and
student’s representations at each vertex. Combined with the
adaption layer, it can be expressed as
Lnode =

N
b T
1 
r (Xisj k ; μ) − Xit j k 2 ,
bT N

(7)

i=1 j =1 k=1

where T and N are the sizes of temporal and spatial dimensions of Xs and Xt . It directly forces the student to match the
teacher’s output but largely ignore the structural information
between vertices. r (x; μ) = μweight x + μbias represents an
adaptation layer, where x is the input and μ consists of
μweight and μbias . b is the batchsize. Ledge aims to transfer
structural knowledge using mutual relations between vertices
in the intermediate representation of GCN. A relation potential
ψ(·) for each T N-tuple of vertices is calculated and then used
to distill knowledge from teacher to student. The objective for
structural knowledge distillation is expressed as
1 
s
s
l ψ(r (Xi11
; μ), . . . , r (XiT
N ; μ)),
b
b

Ledge =

i=1


t
t
ψ(Xi11
, . . . , XiT
N) ,

(8)

where ψ(·) is a relational potential function that measures a
relation energy of the given T N-tuple, and l(·) is a loss that
penalizes difference between the teacher and student. Ledge
trains the student network to form the same relational structure
as that of the teacher in terms of the used ψ(·). Therefore,
relational potential function ψ(·) plays an essential role in this
loss definition. In this work, for the sake of simplicity, we just
take one simple yet effective potential function: distance-wise
loss function to exploit pairwise relations between vertices.
More specificially, distance-wise potential function ψD (·) measures the Euclidean distance between the two vertices in the
intermediate representation as
ψD (vi , v j ) =

1
vi − v j 2 ,
β

(9)


where β = |V12 | (vi ,v j )∈V 2 vi − v j 2 . Here β is a normalization factor of the distance. To consider relative distances
among other pairs, we set β to be the average distance between
pairs from V 2 in the mini-batch. Using the distance-wise
potentials measured in both the teacher and student, Eq (8)
is transformed to
Ledge =

b
1 

b



where lδ (·) is the Huber loss,
⎧
1
⎪
⎨ (x − y)2 , |x − y| ≤ 1,
lδ (x, y) = 2
1
⎪
⎩ |x − y| − , otherwise.
2

(10)

(11)

C. Gradient Revision
In this section, we propose Gradient Revision (GR), a strategy for knowledge distillation in the privilege information
context. The main feature of GR is that it revises the gradients
of knowledge distillation according to the task-specific gradient. When adopting knowledge distillation method to train a
student model, blindly mimicking teacher model features is
too blunt as it fails to account for shift distribution between
teacher and student data. Occasionally, there are conflicts
between mimicking teacher model and directly improving
student model’s accuracy in the training stage. Based on this
consideration, we focus on minimizing negative backward
transfer, which may increase the task-specific loss, to deal with
these conflicts.
GR tries to ensure that minimizing knowledge distillation
loss would not increase the task-specific loss at every training
step using the relationships between their gradients. We define
f θs , fωt to be the student and the teacher models, parameterized
by θ and ω, respectively. Ds and Dt are the datasets for them.
Formally, the objective of GR is:


minθ LKD f θs , fωt , Ds , Dt


 s,pre

s.t. LT f θs , Ds ≤ LT fθ , Ds ,
(12)
s,pre

is the network trained before parameter update.
where f θ
Assuming that the function is locally linear (as is happens
around small optimization steps), we can diagnose increases
in the task-specific loss by computing the angle between
the loss gradient vectors of knowledge distillation gKD ,
 g
and the current classification task gT . If gKD
T ≥ 0,
then the proposed parameter update gKD is unlikely to
increase the loss for the classification task. On the other hand,
if the inequality constraint is violated, then the classification
task would experience an increase in loss after the parameter
update depending on gKD . Revising gKD with a minimal
change to satisfy the inequity constraint is an effective
trade-off. It can avoid the increasing of the task-specific loss
and in the mean time decreases the knowledge distillation
loss as much as possible. Therefore, whenever the angle is
great than 90◦ , GR projects gT to the closest in the L 2 norm
gradient g̃ that keeps the angle within the bounds. Formally,
the optimization problem GR is given by:
1
argming̃ gKD − g̃22 s.t. g̃ gT ≥ 0.
(13)
2
The gradient update rule can be obtained by solving this
constrained optimization problem, which is expressed as:
g̃ = gKD −


s
lδ ψD (r (Xkim
; μ),

k=1 i, j =1...T m,n=1...N

s
t
t
r (Xkj
n ; μ)), ψD (Xkim , Xkim ) ,
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 g
gKD
T

gT gT

gT .

(14)

The formal proof of the update rule of Eq (14) is given in
Appendix A. Algorithm 1 summarizes the training of GR with
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Algorithm 1 Training With GR Over Privilege Information

Fig. 3. The demonstration of the four scenarios forming HQS and LQS
which aim to evaluate the proposed SKD scheme.

more than one knowledge distillation losses, where α is learning rate and Q is the number of knowledge distillation losses.
In our proposed method, we consider Q = 3 knowledge distillation losses L1KD = LKL , L2KD = Lnode , and L3KD = Ledge .
In the ablation studies of the later experiments, we will compare with the cases using fewer knowledge distillation losses.
Each example in any of these dataset D consists of a tuple
defined by an input x and a target vector y. In this study, x
and y are a skeleton sequence and its action label respectively.
D. Different-Quality Skeletons
There are many factors in pose estimation can affect the
quality of skeletons in different degrees. In this paper, we perform an extensive evaluation of the proposed scheme with
different ways to construct LQS: Three of them construct LQS
by reducing the cost of skeleton generation, and one has LQS
with missing joints caused by occlusions or broken sensors,
as shown in Figure 3.
1) Manual Annotation v.s. Algorithm Estimation: Despite
the great development of human pose estimation with deep
learning, there is still an inescapable gap between machine
and human. Some challenges are remained to be unsolved,
such as the influence of body part occlusion and rare poses.
In this context, manually annotated skeletons are HQS while
the outputs of a pose-estimation algorithms are LQS.

2) High-Cost v.s. Low-Cost Human Pose Estimation: Using
a smaller network is one of the most direct and effective
manners to reduce the cost of pose estimation. Meanwhile,
it is undeniable that taking a weaker network will decrease the
performance for a specific algorithm. In this paper, a recently
proposed pose estimation algorithm PifPaf is used to generate
skeletons on every frame of the video given that its backbone
network can be easily changed. The model with ShuffleNet
v2 1× backbone gets 50.2 AP on COCO 2017 val set while
with ResNet152 can reach 67.8 AP [38]. ShuffleNet is much
smaller but faster than ResNet152. In this context, ShuffleNet
is selected to generate LQS and ResNet152 generates HQS.
3) Regular v.s. Reduced Frames-Per-Second Rate: Another
scenario forming LQS is that skeletons are generated on
temporally sampled frames, which clearly save the execution
times of pose estimation. It can reduce the computational cost
but is bound to lose some fine movement information. This
setup will verify whether the proposed scheme can handle
the quality degradation in temporal dimension. To realize it,
we use a pose estimation algorithm to generate skeletons on
each frame of a video as HQS. While there are many strategies
to reduce the skeleton FPS rate [3], in this paper LQS is
obtained by uniformly sampling k frames from the video for
pose estimation.
4) Complete v.s. Occluded Skeleton: It is a very common
scenario of pose estimation methods that the obtained skeletons are incomplete due to broken sensors or occlusions.
By using more reliable equipments, such as a motion capture
system, more complete skeletons could be generated and used
as HQS to guide the incomplete-skeleton based action recognition. Following the work of [24], we construct a synthetic
occlusion dataset based on the NTU 3D Skeleton dataset,
where every joint is set to be occluded (set to zero) with
a certain probability. In this context, the original complete
skeletons from NTU 3D Skeleton dataset are HQS while
the occluded skeletons from the synthetic NTU 3D Skeleton
dataset are LQS.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Setup
1) Dataset: We evaluate the proposed scheme on three
public available action recognition benchmark datasets: Kinetics400 dataset [39], NTU RGB+D dataset [7] and Penn
dataset [40]. Deepmind Kinetics400 human action dataset
contains video clips retrieved from YouTube. Because Kinetics
is a video-based dataset for action recognition which only
provides raw video clips without skeleton data, we have to
extract skeletons from each frame in Kinetics using pose
estimation algorithms. Following [18], 260,000 clips with
reasonable pose estimations are selected for our experiment
and they are divided into a training set of 240,000 clips and a
testing set of 20,000 clips. NTU RGB+D is the largest public
dataset for multi-modal video action recognition. It consists
of 56,880 videos with more than four million frames, available
in four modalities: RGB videos, depth sequences, infrared
frames, and 3D skeleton data. Each action is captured by
three cameras at the same height but from different horizontal
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angles. Therefore, the dataset is very challenging due to the
large intra-class and viewpoint variations. The original paper
of the NTU RGB+D dataset recommends two benchmarks [7]:
1) Cross-subject (CS): the dataset is divided into a training
set and a testing set, where the actors in the two subsets are
different. 2) Cross-view (CV): the training set contains videos
that are captured by cameras 2 and 3, and the testing set
contains videos that are captured by camera 1. We follow this
convention and report performance on both benchmarks. Penn
is an in-the-wild human action dataset containing 2,326 challenging consumer videos. The main difference between Penn
and other action recognition datasets is that each video in
Penn is manually annotated with 13 human body joints in 2D
frame-by-frame. In evaluation, following their original paper
we adopt an even split of the videos for the training and testing
sets [40].
2) Pose Estimation Algorithm: In this work, we take the
joint locations in the pixel coordinate system as input and discard the raw RGB frames. Two representative pose estimation
algorithms, Openpose [8] and PifPaf [38], are used to obtain
the skeletons from RGB frames. Openpose is the first public
available real-time toolbox for multi-person 2D pose detection,
including body, foot, hand, and facial keypoints. Since this
toolbox can only handle a fixed input images’ resolution,
we need to first resize all the video frames’ resolution to
340 × 256. Openpose is then applied to process each frame
independently and produces 2D coordinates (X; Y ) in the pixel
coordinates system with confidence score C for 18 joints.
Thus, each joint is represented with a tuple of (X; Y ; C).
We select 2 people with the highest average joint confidence in
each video for the multi-person cases and pad every skeleton
sequence by replaying it from the start to have the predetermined uniform length T = 300. Therefore, the shape of tensor
for each sample is (18, 3, T, 2). PifPaf is one of the state-ofthe-art bottom-up methods on the pose estimation task [38].
In addition to excellent performance, the main reason for
choosing PifPaf is its release of the pre-trained models with
different network backbones. Therefore, we can analyze how
effectively the proposed scheme works in handling skeleton
quality degradation for action recognition. The output data
format of PifPaf is broadly similar with Openpose, except for
the number of the estimated joints. PifPaf gives coordinates
for 17 joints in COCO format. Therefore, the shape of tensor
for each sample is (17, 3, T, 2).
3) Evaluation: We train the models on the training set
and report Top-1 and Top-5 accuracies on the testing set.
Since reducing the cost of skeleton generation is one of the
advantages for SKD, we also provide params, FLOPs and
running time of inference model as indicators. To facilitate
the understanding, We also follow a naming rule to represent
different variants of our scheme. We first denote three variable
components of our scheme, i.e. pose estimation network,
action recognition network, frame sampling rate, as PENet,
ARNet, and FSR, respectively. In this work, PENet∈ {Openpose, Pifpaf, Human}, where ‘Human’ indicates manually
annotated poses. ARNet∈{ST-GCN, AS-GCN}, and FSR takes
different values of k. For simplicity, we name our scheme as
SKD(PENet, ARNet, FSR), where PENet, ARNet and FSR are
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TABLE I
Q UANTITATIVE R ESULTS ON P ENN A CTION D ATASET

the ones used for the deployed student network. Meanwhile,
ResNet152 and ShuffleNet v2 1× are abbreviated as ResNet
and ShflNet for short. Two versions of PifPaf with the above
network backbones are named as PifPaf-ResNet and PifPafShflNet, respectively.
We compare SKD(PENet, ARNet, FSR) with the following networks: (a) HQS-T(PENet, ARNet, FSR): The original teacher network which processes HQS. This, in some
sense, provides the upper bound of the action-recognition
performance. (b) LQS-S(PENet, ARNet, FSR): We consider a
network which is trained from scratch using LQS as baseline.
But unlike SKD, it does not get any guidance from a teacher.
(c) LQS-SWA-S(PENet, ARNet, FSR): We also consider a
network which is trained from scratch using smoothed LQS
as baseline. The transformation is simple, which uses sliding
window average to fill missing values and denoise along the
time dimension, and aims to improve skeleton quality.
4) Hyperparameters: For all experiments, we use Stochastic
Gradient Descent optimizer with nesterov to train models.
The initial learning rate is set to 0.1, momentum equals to
0.9, batch size is 16 and weight decay is 10−4 . We set the
epoch number to 60 and decay the learning rate by 0.1 after
15, 30 and 45 epochs. When training student network using
the proposed scheme, we directly set the temperature τ = 1,
and λ = 0.5. The sliding window size is set to 3 for all
experiments. All experiments are performed on Pytorch deep
learning framework with one GeForce RTX 2080Ti GPU.
B. Results and Discussion
Since we have three benchmark action recognition datasets,
four scenarios forming HQS and LQS, five different combinations of loss functions and three kinds of SKD network
architectures, as detailed in later ablation studies, the total
number of experiments that we can run is very large. To avoid
redundancy, we only try the low-cost pose estimation model
for constructing LQS on NTU RGB+D dataset. Apart from the
ablation studies, SKD in all the experiments is trained using a
combination of the three loss functions (LT , LKL , LGM ) with
the GR and adaption layer.
1) Manual Annotation v.s. Algorithm Estimation: In
Table I, it can be found that there is a huge gap in using
manually annotated and automatically estimated skeletons
for action recognition. Top-1 classification accuracy for
HQS-T(Human, ST-GCN, k = 1) on Penn action dataset is
83.43% while it drops to 63.74% for LQS-S(PifPaf-ResNet,
ST-GCN, k = 1). This result clearly shows that the quality of
skeletons significantly influence the recognition performance.
The proposed method, SKD(PifPaf-ResNet, ST-GCN, k = 1),
using the model trained on manually annotated skeletons as a
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Fig. 4. The confusion matrices on Penn action dataset obtained by HQS-T(Human, ST-GCN, k = 1)(left), LQS-S(PifPaf-ResNet, ST-GCN, k = 1)(middle)
and SKD(PifPaf-Res5Net, ST-GCN, k = 1)(right) respectively.

Fig. 5.

Classification accuracy for each action on NTU RGB+D action dataset. There are 60 action classes including both individual and mutual actions.

teacher to help LQS-S(PifPaf-ResNet, ST-GCN, k = 1), can
achieve a much high recognition accuracy of 81.87%. While
LQS-SWA-S plays a positive role, its effect is not nearly as
good as SKD. The confusion matrices for these methods are
shown in Figure 4. The proposed scheme performs very well
on most of the actions. The recognition performance of some
actions, such as “sit up” and “tennis forehand” is significantly
improved after applying SKD. We can also discover from the
figure that the performance of SKD(PifPaf-ResNet, ST-GCN,
k = 1) is closer to HQS-T(Human, ST-GCN, k = 1) than
to LQS-S(PifPaf-ResNet, ST-GCN, k = 1). It means that,
using only the automatically estimated LQS, SKD model’s
performance is still comparable to the model that takes the
manually annotated HQS as input.
2) High-Cost v.s. Low-Cost Human Pose Estimation: In
Table II, we summarize the results obtained using different
PENet, ARNet, and FSR on NTU RGB+D dataset. These
experiments have illustrated that the vast majority operations
serve pose estimation process, so declining cost of it is the
most efficient way for time- and resource-stringent applications. It can be drawn from the results of HQS-T(PifPafResNet, ST-GCN, k = 1) and LQS-S(PifPaf-ShflNet, ST-GCN,
k = 1) that switching PifPaf network backbone from ResNet

to ShflNet can reduce the space complexity by 96% and
accelerate the recognition speed by 54%, but also leading to
a significant drop in recognition performance. In SKD(PifPafShflNet, ST-GCN, k = 1), we use ShflNet for pose estimation
in the student network and ResNet for the teacher network.
It can be observed that the Top-1 and Top-5 accuracy in
both CS and CV settings are improved as compared to LQSS(PifPaf-ShflNet, ST-GCN, k = 1). Although LQS-SWA-S
sometimes also achieves better results than LQS-S, its performance is not as stable as SKD. One possible reason is
that the main purpose of SKD is to learn action recognition
effective features from teacher while the improvement process
of LQS have no strong correlation with action recognition.
To investigate the difference of recognition rates of different
actions, we further depict and compare the accuracies of the
actions. Figure 5 shows the results of cross-view evaluation on
the NTU RGB+D dataset. For half of the actions, SKD(PifPafShflNet, ST-GCN, k = 1) gets the highest accuracies. But
for ten actions, i.e., “drop”, “sit down”, “take of a shoe” and
“phone call”, LQS-S(PifPaf-ShflNet, ST-GCN, k = 1) gets
the best results. For the rest of actions, i.e., “eat meal”,
“pick up”, “stand up” and “take of glasses”, HQS-T(PifPafResNet, ST-GCN, k = 1) achieves the highest performance.
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TABLE II
Q UANTITATIVE R ESULTS ON NTU RGB+D A CTION D ATASET. F OR THE M ETRICS OF PARAMS , FLOP S AND T IME , R EPRESENTATION ‘A+B’ I NDICATES
THE M ETRIC VALUE A OF P OSE E STIMATION M ODEL AND B OF A CTION R ECOGNITION M ODEL

These indicate that although HQS-T is superior to SKD in
the overall accuracies, it is not as good as SKD according to
the number of actions which get highest accuracies. To sum
up, there is an obvious performance boost for most of the
actions after applying SKD and the proposed scheme can
effectively handle the skeleton quality degradation caused by
a lost-cost pose estimation model for action recognition. The
proposed SKD scheme can not only handle the skeleton quality
degradation but also compress recognition model at the same
time. To prove it, we test SKD with two compact ST-GCNs,
ST-sGCN and ST-2sGCN on NTU RGB+D. ST-sGCN is
constructed by abandoning the 2nd, 6th and 9th st-gcn blocks
in ST-GCN while ST-2sGCN abandon the 2nd, 3rd, 6th, 7th,
9th and 10th st-gcn blocks. As shown in Table II, SKD gets
better results on ST-sGCN and ST-2sGCN than LQS-S, which
clearly indicates that SKD can also transfer knowledge to a
compact student network simultaneously.
3) Regular v.s. Reduced Frames-Per-Second Rate: Table II
and Table III show the action recognition performance by
1
means
varying FSR for constructing HQS and LQS. k = 10
that pose is estimated only on one out of every ten frames,
which can save 90% computational cost for pose estimation.
We can see that the decrease in skeleton frame rate leads
to a significant performance drop in both NTU RGB+D and
Kinetics400. Based on the proposed scheme, Top-1 accuracy
in the CS and CV settings on NTU RGB+D can be improved
by 3.65% and 5.54% respectively, by comparing SKD(PifPaf1
) with LQS-S(PifPaf-ResNet, STResNet, ST-GCN, k = 10
1
GCN, k = 10 ). Although Openpose is efficient to realize
real-time pose estimation, reducing skeleton frame rate is
still meaningful for low computing power devices and heavy
computing tasks. From the results of LQS-T(OpenPose, ST1
1
) and SKD(OpenPose, ST-GCN, k = 10
) on
GCN, k = 10
Kinetics400 in Table III, we can observe that the scheme’s
benefits are very clear: it can achieves 21.88% and 12.17%
increase for Top-1 and Top-5 accuracies respectively, when
compared to the baseline LQS-based method.
4) Complete v.s. Occluded Skeleton: During the process of
skeleton generation, broken sensors or part occlusions may
occur, leading to the total missing of some joints in detection.

The purpose of random occlusion experiments is to imitate
this situation. The occlusion probability for each joint is
set to 0.3 and 0.6, respectively. An overall summary of the
results is shown in V, from which we can see that there is a
rapid performance degradation when the occluded probability
increases due to increased action information loss. Although
SKD obviously alleviates the performance deterioration caused
by joint occlusion, we found that a simple data completion
method, such as sliding window average, can work even better
by making up for the loss of action information. Note that the
moving window approach is not corruption agnostic, i.e., it
cannot work for any arbitrary low quality skeleton, but only
specific cases like when the occlusions are at random. Whereas
the proposed SKD approach is in some sense agnostic to the
kind of skeleton corruptions since it makes no assumptions on
how the skeleton quality maybe degraded. Meanwhile, there
is no conflict between SKD and such simple data-completion
methods. As shown at the bottom of V, we combine both SDK
and sliding window average methods, and get further improved
performance. This shows that skeleton quality enhancement
methods and the proposed SKD can complement each other
for action recognition.
The proposed SKD scheme can also be applied to other
GCN based recognition models. We evaluate the effect of
SKD with several state-of-the-art GCN-based approaches on
the synthetic NTU 3D Skeleton dataset. The results are also
given in V. We can see that SKD successfully improves all
of them in handling incomplete skeletons and this verifies the
generality of the proposed SKD to different GCN-based action
recognition models. In summary, SKD has strong robustness
to uncontrollable corruptions in the form of noise or errors in
pose estimation.
This requirement might not always be satisfied that generating HQS for one specific action recognition dataset. In this
situation, SKD can be adpoted to trained an effective feature
extraction module on one datasset which has HQS as privilege
information. The pretrained module can be adopted as a
feature extraction module into LQS-based action recognition
model on another dataset, where only LQS are available.
In order to prove the feasibility of this method, we first
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TABLE III
Q UANTITATIVE R ESULTS ON K INETICS 400 A CTION D ATASET.F OR THE M ETRICS OF PARAMS , FLOP S AND T IME , R EPRESENTATION ‘A+B’ I NDICATES
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TABLE IV

TABLE V

T OP 1 A CCURACY ON THE C S B ENCHMARK OF MINI NTU120 O CCLUSION
D ATASATE U SING P RETRAINED ST-GCN M ODEL F ROM S YNTHETIC
NTU 3D S KELETON D ATASET

T OP 1 A CCURACY OF A PPLYING SKD AND SWA W ITH S TATE - OF THE -A RT GCN-B ASED A PPROACHES W ITH R ANDOM O CCLUSION ON
THE C S B ENCHMARK OF S YNTHETIC NTU 3D S KELETON D ATASET

pretrained two action recognition models on the synthetic NTU
3D skeleton dataset with and without SKD, respectively. And
then, the models are fineturned on another occlusion dataset.
The dataset is consist of ten action categories sampled from
NTU RGB+D 120 dataset [42], where subjects and categories
are completely different from the synthetic NTU 3D skeleton datasate. Follow the above mentioned occlusion strategy,
we build this dataset, which is named as miniNTU120 occlusion datasate. The results are shown in IV. Here, we can
see that model’s Top-1 accuracies using pretrained SKD(STGCN) model are 81.77% and 79.95%, while without SKD are
79.13% and 78.39%. Therefore, though obtaining an effect
effective feature extraction module to handle LQS, SKD palys
a positive role in cross-dataset training and testing.
5) Visualization of Model Representations: Apart from
quantitatively evaluating the models in term of accuracy,
we can also examine whether the representations learned
by the teacher and student are indeed similar. To do this,
we choose the first six classes (class1: drink water, class2:
eat meal, class3: brush teeth, class4: brush hair, class5: drop,
class6: pick up) in the NTU RGB+D dataset and visualize
the TSNE-embeddings of the representations computed by
SKD(PifPaf-ShflNet, ST-GCN, k = 1), LQS-S(PifPaf-ShflNet,
ST-GCN, k = 1) and HQS-T(PifPaf-ResNet, ST-GCN, k =
1) for identical input samples. Specifically, we take the logits
output as the representation. In the left of Figure 6, we use
the darker shade of a color to represent SKD(PifPaf-ShflNet,
ST-GCN, k = 1) TSNE-embeddings and a lighter shade of
the same color to represent LQS-S(PifPaf-ShflNet, ST-GCN,
k = 1) TSNE-embeddings. We observe that the distribution
of the dark shades and lighter shades are obviously different,
indicating different representations between SKD(PifPafShflNet, ST-GCN, k = 1) and LQS-S(PifPaf-ShflNet,
ST-GCN, k = 1). Meanwhile, in the right of Figure 6, we use
the darker shade of a color to represent SKD(PifPaf-ShflNet,
ST-GCN, k = 1) embeddings and a lighter shade of the

same color to represent HQS-T(PifPaf-ResNet, ST-GCN,
k = 1) embeddings. It can be seen that the darker shades
and the lighter shades of the same color show very good
spatial overlap, indicating that SKD(PifPaf-ShflNet, ST-GCN,
k = 1) and HQS-T(PifPaf-ResNet, ST-GCN, k = 1) produce
more similar representations than the first one. From these
results, we can draw a conclusion that SKD brings the student
network to learn better representations by mimicking teacher
network’s representation.
Figure 7 shows the neural response magnitude of each node
in the last layer of ST-GCN, from which we can observe
that HQS-T and LQS-S pay too much attention to minority
joints. It means that part of joints dominate the recognition
in these methods. On the contrary, for SDK, almost all of the
joints are activated, and the neural response magnitude of each
node is similar to each other. It indicates that SKD explores
discriminative features from all the joints. Meanwhile, we also
zoom in the high response areas of HQS and the related areas
of LQS. It can be observed that the differences in neural
response magnitude between HQS and LQS are smaller by
using SKD, verifying that our method successfully makes the
model to mimic HQS-based features when processing LQS.
6) Ablation Studies: We intend to identify the effect of
different loss functions and architectures on SKD in these
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Fig. 6.
(Left) TSNE-Embedding of SKD(PifPaf-ShflNet, ST-GCN, k = 1) and LQS-S(PifPaf-ShflNet, ST-GCN, k = 1) representations. (Right)
TSNE-Embedding of SKD(PifPaf-ShflNet, ST-GCN, k = 1) and HQS-T(PifPaf-ResNet, ST-GCN, k = 1) representations. Post-fixes −t, −b and −s denote
HQS-T(PifPaf-ResNet, ST-GCN, k = 1), LQS-S(PifPaf-ShflNet, ST-GCN, k = 1) and SKD(PifPaf-ShflNet, ST-GCN, k = 1) embedding, respectively.

Fig. 7. Examples of the neural response magnitude of each joint in the last layer of ST-GCN for HQS-T(PifPaf-ResNet, ST-GCN, k = 1)(top), LQS-S(PifPafShflNet, ST-GCN, k = 1)(middle) and SKD(PifPaf-ShflNet, ST-GCN, k = 1)(bottom). Meanwhile, the high response areas of HQS and the related areas of
LQS are zoomed in. The larger the white area at a joint, the higher its response magnitude. From left to right are skeletons from five different actions and
each action provides skeletons of different quality.
TABLE VI
Q UANTITATIVE R ESULTS U SING D IFFERENT C OMBINATIONS OF K NOWLEDGE -D ISTILLATION L OSS F UNCTIONS ON NTU RGB+D A CTION D ATASET

ablation studies. The experiments are carried on the NTU
RGB+D dataset in the context of using low-cost pose estimation model.
Firstly, we focus on exploiting how loss functions can
affect the performance of SKD. In this paper, we consider a
task-specific loss LT and three knowledge-distillation losses
LKL , Lnode , Ledge . We train SKD(PifPaf-ShflNet, ST-GCN,
k = 1) with different combinations of these loss functions.
Specifically, each combination contains LT and one, two,
or all three knowledge distillation loss functions. And a total
of 4 groups are constructed. The results are summarized

in Table VI, from which we can see that regardless of the
loss functions’ form, knowledge distillation plays a positive
role in all the experiments. This is accordance with the
original purpose of distillation loss by giving the student
more comprehensive supervision. Meanwhile, it can also
be observed that using the two intermediate-representation
distillation losses, Lnode and Ledge , together can achieve
better performance than using them separately, which
proves that unary and pairwise structural knowledge would
better be considered at the same time in GCN-based
distillation.
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TABLE VII
Q UANTITATIVE R ESULTS W ITH D IFFERENT N ETWORK A RCHITECTURES ON NTU RGB+D A CTION D ATASET

TABLE VIII
Lnode AND Ledge OF SKD(P IF PAF -S HFL N ET, ST-GCN, k = 1) W ITH D IFFERENT N ETWORK A RCHITECTURES ON NTU RGB+D A CTION D ATASET

We also conduct an ablation study to show whether the
adaption layer in student network is necessary to match
the scale of the teacher. We show the effect of adaption
layer in Table VII, where the student’s performance with
and without adaption layer are compared. Comparing the
results of the first two SKD methods, we can see that the
Top-1 accuracy with the adaption layer is 2.34% CS and 0.3%
CV higher than that without the adaption layer. As shown
in VIII, the adaptation layer can reduce Lnode and Ledge by
10.66% and 15.44% respectively for CS settings while only
by 0.08% and 1.64% for CV settings. It is consistent with the
performance in VII, where the adaptation layer brings obvious
gain for CS but marginal gain for CV. We can also find from
Table VIII that Lnode and Ledge for CV are larger than those for
CS under the same conditions. It means that the intermediate
representation scale gap in CV is larger than that in CS and the
former brings greater challenge to the adaptation layer, which
is one possible reason that results in varying improvements for
these two benchmarks. The experiment indicates that adaption
layer between the teacher network and the student network in
SKD is indeed necessary but still with limited ability.
The last ablation study is on the usefulness of the GR. The
experiment results are also shown in Table VII. Here, we can
see that the model’s Top-1 accuracy with GR is 80.80% CS
and 84.42% CV while the one without GR is 80.07% CS and
83.36% CV. Therefore, the GR indeed further improves the
performance of the proposed SDK scheme.
V. C ONCLUSION
In
this
paper,
we
introduced
a
structural
knowledge-distillation scheme for efficient skeleton-based
action recognition. In this scheme, we exploited the potential
of high-quality skeletons in the training stage and made
the trained model to better handle low-quality skeletons.
Specifically, we start with the training of a deep network
as a teacher network that takes high-quality skeletons as
input. Then, we freeze the teacher network and train a

student network that takes the low-quality skeletons as input.
The student network is expected to mimic the probability
distribution and intermediate representations of the teacher
network, along with minimizing a cross entropy loss for
action recognition. In consideration of the graph structured
intermediate representation in GCN, a graph matching
loss is proposed to distill both the unary and the pairwise
structural knowledge. Meanwhile, a gradient revision strategy
is presented to deal with the conflict between mimicking
teacher model and directly improving the student’s accuracy.
In experiments, an extensive evaluation was conducted
under four scenarios of paired high-quality and low-quality
skeletons. On the Kinetics400, NTU RGB+D and Penn
datasets, our experiments showed that the proposed method
clearly enhances model’s robustness to uncontrollable skeleton
corruptions and boosts the action-recognition performance on
low-cost and low-quality skeletons.

A PPENDIX A
We now show the derivation details from Eq. (13) to
Eq. (14). First, Eq. (13) can be simplified to
1

g̃
argming̃ g̃ g̃ − gKD
2

s.t.

g̃ gT ≥ 0.

Then, the Lagrangian of this constrained optimization problem
becomes:
L(g̃, α) =

1 

g̃ g̃ − gKD
g̃ − α g̃ gT .
2

We can find the optimum g̃∗ that minimizes L(g̃, α) by setting
∇g̃ L(g̃, α) = 0. So, we have
g̃∗ = gKD + αgT .
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The dual of this optimization is F (α) = ming̃ L(g̃, α).
By taking g̃∗ into L(g̃, α), we have
1 


(g gKD + 2αgKD
gT + α 2 gT gT ) − gKD
gKD
2 KD

− 2αgKD
gT − α 2 gT gT
1 
1

= − gKD
gKD − αgKD
gT − α 2 gT gT
2
2

F (α) =

By setting ∇α F (α) = 0, we have the solution α ∗ to the dual:
α∗ = −

 g
gKD
T

gT gT

.

Based on this, the gradient update rule is:
g̃∗ = gKD −

 g
gKD
T

gT gT

gT .
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